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CLOSING FUTURES PRICE SUMMARY 3.24.17 

 CK17 CN17 CZ17  SK17 SN17 SX17 

This week $3.5625 $3.6375 $3.7950  $9.7575 $9.8625 $9.7700 

Last Week $3.6750 $3.7500 $3.8975  $10.0000 $10.1000 $9.9350 

Weekly Change - $0.1125 - $0.1125 - $0.1025  - $0.2425 - $0.2375 - $0.1650 

Big crops tend to get bigger and eventually fundamentals will kick in to 

drive price direction.  That was very evident this week as soybeans 

continued their steep slide lower with old crop contracts losing nearly 

$0.25 on the week.  Corn was able to separate itself from beans some 

this week but still lost a dime or more in most contracts.  The South 

American crop keeps growing and exports continue to slow down.  

These two factors alone are enough to put extreme pressure on the soy 

complex.  In addition, we are faced with the prospective plantings report 

in just one week.  Anticipation and price-pressure continues to build as 

pre-report surveys start to come out.  For several weeks the trade has 

been pricing in 88.0 million acres of beans and roughly 90 million corn 

acres.  As we get closer to the real report, chatter of 89+ million bean 

acres is starting to get louder.  If the USDA prints anything larger than 

88.0 prices are likely to take another sharp dive lower.  Corn acres at 

90.0 million seem manageable and likely.  The biggest question being 

bantered about now is the total planted acreage.  After the Outlook 

Conference in February, many analysts have been pointing to nearly 

four million “missing” acres.  Will the USDA find those acres and for 

which crop?  We will all be smarter at 11:01 on March 31.   

Prospects of big South American production along with early ideas of 

huge US bean acres took its toll on new crop bean basis this week.  

Discussions about slower than usual soy exports with bigger than usual 

stocks has end user back peddling to not over pay for beans that are 

more likely to be forced into the processor market, away from the export 

channels.   

This Material has been prepared by a sales or trading employee or agent of CHS and should be considered a solicitation.  The information contained in this presentation is taken from 

sources which we believe to be reliable, but is not guaranteed by us as to accuracy or completeness and is sent to you for information purposes only.  There is a risk of loss when trading commodity 

futures and options.  CHS bases its recommendations solely on the judgment of CHS personnel. 

Check current cash bids:  http://www.chsrochester.com/grain/cash-bids/ 

Corn suffered another 

disappointing week. Both May and 

December contracts had outside 

lower weeks, which means the 

contract opened higher, traded 

higher and lower than last, and 

finally settled lower.  While there 

no guarantee we will see 

continued follow through to the 

downside, this chart setup does 

not bode well for those looking for 

a significant rally in the short term.  

Soybeans had their third straight 

lower week.  From a chart 

perspective, the argument could be 

made that beans march lower to 

test $9.50 SK7 and $9.20 SX7.  

Now that we have taken out 

January lows, the next target is the 

August lows.  Furthermore, given 

the size of the global stocks we are 

facing, it is difficult to find a reason 

for soybeans to rally, barring some 

unforeseen weather scare.  
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